Purpose While quality of life measures may be used to assess meaningful change and group differences, their scaling and validation often rely on a single occasion of measurement. Using the 13-item FACIT-Fatigue questionnaire at three timepoints, this study tests whether individual items change together in ways consistent with a general fatigue factor. Methods The measurement model of derivatives (MMOD) is a novel method for measurement evaluation that directly assesses whether a given factor structure accurately describes how individual test items change over time. MMOD transforms item-level longitudinal data into a set of orthogonal change scores, each one representing either a within-person longitudinal mean or a different type of longitudinal change. These change scores are then factor analyzed and tested for invariance. This approach is applied to the FACIT-Fatigue scale in a sample of patients with renal cell carcinoma treated on 'ECOG-ACRIN Cancer Research Group (ECOG-ACRIN) study 2805. Results Analyses revealed strong evidence of unidimensionality, and apparent factorial invariance using traditional techniques. MMOD revealed a small but statistically significant difference in factor structure ( 2 12 = 49.597 , p < .001 ), where factor loadings were weaker and more variable for measuring longitudinal change. Conclusions The differences in factor structure were not large enough to substantially affect scale usage in this application, but they do reveal some variability across items in the FACIT-Fatigue in their ability to detect change. Future applications should consider differential sensitivity of individual items in multi-item scales, and perhaps even capitalize upon these differences by selecting items that are more sensitive to change.
Introduction
Fatigue is a common and important symptom associated with a variety of medical conditions, including cancer. Fatigue is familiar to healthy individuals, and varies in the general population as well as across various diseases [4] . Fatigue can be caused by several physical and mental disorders, and it can be a side effect of treatment. As a result, it is often included in longitudinal studies of treatment outcomes.
A variety of fatigue measures exist, allowing researchers to select measures that are either specific to a particular disease or more general measures. The FACIT-Fatigue scale is a 13-item self report scale that has undergone extensive psychometric validation [29] . FACIT-Fatigue scale scores have been referenced to cancer patients and to the general US population, and it has been validated in a variety of disease states, including rheumatoid arthritis [5] , anemia [1] , Parkinson's disease [11] , systemic lupus erythematosus [17] , as well as multi-morbidity assessment spanning cancer, stroke, and HIV [3] . It has also been validated in multiple languages [6, 18] .
Symptoms like fatigue demonstrate both inter-individual (between-person) and intra-individual (within-person) variations, including variation over time. This variation over time is what is of most important to capture in a clinical trial, as this variation corresponds to the effect of treatment. Thus, it is important that measures of fatigue not only reliably measure individual differences in overall level at one point in time, but also measure short-and long-term patterns of change.
Unfortunately, most psychometric testing relies on only a single observation per person, defining constructs in terms of what distinguishes individuals from one other. Even when longitudinal data are used for measurement evaluation, many existing methods treat additional measurement occasions separately using multiple group approaches [13, 28] , ignoring any information about individuals change. This level of testing may be sufficient for trait-like constructs where inter-individual differences are of interest. Oort [25] has demonstrated the utility of SEM to separate construct-level change from changes in item characteristics, highlighting the utility of longitudinal data for this purpose. Similarly, Pentz and Chou [26] have demonstrated that group-based invariance studies comparing treatment and control groups can be accomplished with two-occasion longitudinal data.
However, longitudinal data are different than group-based approaches as they reveal information about change that can be attributed to specific individuals rather than samples or populations. Molenaar [23] has pointed out that the structures of between-person and within-person changes often differ, and that dynamical and within-person analyses are required to move from population description to the study of mechanisms and processes. Estabrook [8] showed via simulation how measures can appear unidimensional and invariant across timepoints despite more complex causes for within-person item-level change. Dynamical longitudinal models can inform stricter invariance tests than existing approaches and can help build measures that are sensitive to small within-person change.
The goal of this paper is to evaluate the structure of the FACIT-Fatigue scale, specifically whether the items that make up the FACIT-Fatigue show a coincident change consistent with changes in a general fatigue factor.
Methods

Sample
Data for this analysis come from a randomized clinical trial conducted by the 'ECOG-ACRIN Cancer Research Group (ECOG-ACRIN), comparing two different VEGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (sorafenib and sunitinib) each to placebo, in people with early stage renal cell carcinoma (E2805; ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT00326898). Patients were randomly assigned to either placebo or one of the two treatment arms, with dosage of those treatments varying over the course of the study as part of the experimental protocol [10] . All patients were measured at baseline, 10 weeks, and 22 weeks post treatment.
The quality of life (QoL) component of the study was added after enrollment began. Based on a power analysis, of the 1943 patients enrolled in this trial, 418 participated in the QoL substudy and gave data at baseline: 45 patients were invited to the QoL arm but did not complete baseline data collection. All 418 individuals and all three timepoints of QoL data were included in these analyses. 37 patients did not participate at the 10-week followup (n = 381), and 92 patients did not participate at the 22-week followup (n = 326).
More information about this trial, including details about sampling, research design, and results for each study arm, can be found in Haas et al [9] .
Measure
The FACIT-Fatigue is a 13-item scale that assesses fatigue in everyday life [29] . Individuals respond on a 5-point Likert scale, indicating the degree to which they have experienced the listed symptoms over the past week. The five response categories are "not at all," "a little bit," "somewhat," "quite a bit," and "very much." Higher scores indicate less fatigue. The individual items in the FACIT-Fatigue scale are listed in Table 3 .
Modeling approach: the measurement model of derivatives
This paper will utilize a novel approach to longitudinal invariance, as our interest is not in whether the FACITFatigue scale has the same structure at each timepoint, but whether the scale is a unidimensional and invariant measure of change. This can be accomplished using the MMOD ( [8] ), a factor analytic approach for longitudinal measurement invariance. This approach uses generalized orthogonal local derivatives (GOLD; [7] ) to differentiate item-level data prior to a measurement model. Put more simply, MMOD transforms item-level longitudinal data into item-level change scores, then fits factor models to make sure that the factor structure of these change scores matches the factor structure of between person differences.
Measurement model of derivatives's item-level differentiation can be done either with a latent variable model or through a data transformation. We will focus on the transformation method in this paper, which is akin to calculating change scores with more than two timepoints. This can be best explained through example: the zeroth, first, and second derivatives of some variable y (denoted y, ̇y , and ÿ ) can be calculated as linear combinations of three timepoints of data ( y 1 , y 2 , and y 3 ). The zeroth derivative (y) represents position, and can be calculated as simply the mean across the three occasions of measurement. The first derivative represents velocity or rate of change, and can be calculated as the (linear) change over the observed interval: with three occasions, this is simply the change from the first timepoint to the last divided by the elapsed time ((y 3 − y 1 )∕2). Finally, the second derivative represents acceleration, or how much the first derivative is changing. This can be calculated by calculating two rates of change ( Δ 1 = y 2 − y 1 , Δ 2 = y 3 − y 2 ), then calculating the difference between those two rates of change (ÿ = (Δ 2 − Δ 1 )∕2).
While three-dimensional transformations can be done by hand, MMOD and GOLD derivatives are more commonly done by compiling these equations into a matrix of weights, then multiplying data by that weight matrix to yield derivatives. Equation (1) lays out the algebra for this threedimensional transformation. A weight matrix W contains three columns, each representing the weights for combining y 1 , y 2 , and y 3 to create three orders of derivatives. In Eq. (2), a vector or row of longitudinal data is transformed into a vector or row of derivatives through multiplication by W. Alternatively, entire covariance matrices can be transformed using this method. Equation (3) shows how a covariance matrix may be pre-and post-multiplied by a weight matrix to yield a covariance matrix of derivative-transformed data.
These derivative-transformed data can then be factor analyzed to assess the structure of change, with sets of factors predicting each order of item derivative in the exact same way factors at timepoints are fit to longitudinal data. Factors fit to zeroth derivatives will indicate the structure of between-person differences in overall level or mean: in this analysis, zeroth derivative factors would indicate whether people who show high levels on one item also show high levels on all other fatigue items. First derivative factors would model the associations between changes on all items over the entire study interval, testing whether individuals who increase on one item show coincident increases on
other items. Second derivative factors would test associations between acceleration and deceleration, testing whether people who change a lot early then slow down (or change little early in the study and more later) do so across all items. These two change factors can be interpreted together or individually, and tested for invariance like any other factor model.
This method bears great resemblance to McArdle's [19] factor-of-curves (FOCUS) model, which fits factor analyses to item-level growth curves. MMOD differs from FOCUS in that it relies not on growth curve models, which require researchers to select and fit growth curves for each item, but on the calculation of orthogonal change scores. The change scores central to MMOD are full rank, meaning that there are as many change scores as timepoints, so no misfit can be created. These scores are also orthogonal in the same way that planned contrasts in ANOVA or regression are orthogonal, further preventing longitudinal misfit. MMOD allows for the analysis of the measurement structure underlying item-level change without requiring an explicit hypothesis or longitudinal model for that change, instead focusing on measurement evaluation and leaving hypotheses about change on the ensuing construct for future analyses. While derivative transforming data are slightly more complex than analyzing each timepoint individually, the GOLD method underlying MMOD allows for analyzing each order of derivative similar to a cross-sectional dataset while providing useful information about item-level change.
Data processing
Analyses were completed using summary data. A polychoric correlation matrix was calculated from observed longitudinal data, providing maximum likelihood estimates of correlations between ordinal variables. This correlation matrix was then derivative transformed using the weight matrix and algebra in Eqs. (1-3), yielding a covariance matrix of item level zeroth, first, and second derivatives. This covariance matrix can be analyzed as a unit in the same way the longitudinal polychoric correlation matrix was. Cross-sectional models at each timepoint and dimensionality tests for single orders of derivatives were completed by subsetting these raw and derivative-transformed polychoric correlations and selecting only relevant variables (e.g., all items at T1 or all items corresponding to zeroth derivatives).
Subsets of our models were refit using full information maximum likelihood for ordinal data, and again treating all outcomes as continuous, as a method of testing the importance of modeling assumptions and missingness. This modeling approach provides asymptotically unbiased parameter estimates in the presence of missing data and attrition, but places significant restrictions on model estimation. In OpenMx [24] , ML requires 20 or fewer dimensions of integration, effectively capping all analyses at twenty categorical variables. As such, we replicated single occasion models (with 13 items and thus 13 categorical variables) for ordinal data and complete longitudinal models with continuous data, finding minor differences in parameters that do not materially affect parameter interpretation or change significance tests in any way. Based on the robustness of our findings with varying assumptions, we are confident in the accuracy of our polychoric results despite the associated problems with the use of a single polychoric correlation matrix.
Analytic plan
Measurement evaluation of the FACIT-Fatigue took place in several parts. We first assessed cross-sectional fit and dimensionality using both traditional (i.e., single timepoint) and derivative-transformed methods to assess whether levels and changes of the individual items are consistent with a single latent construct. We then tested for factorial invariance over time using Meredith's [20] [21] [22] levels of factorial invariance. These tests were first fit to all three timepoints longitudinally, then to all orders of derivatives. Finally, loading patterns were compared across all orders of derivative-transformed data to assess differences between level and change. Latent variables were constrained to unit variance for identification. All common latent variables had freely estimated correlations in longitudinal models. Models with invariance constraints made the identification constraint at the first timepoint, then freely estimated factor variances as subsequent timepoints. All longitudinal models included freely estimated autocorrelations for each item over time to prevent correlated errors and other item-specific longitudinal trends from impacting results. Models will be compared via likelihood ratio test, with conventional SEM fit statistics (CFI, TLI, RMSEA) used to evaluate overall fit.
Results
Cross-sectional analyses and dimensionality testing
Cross-sectional models and dimensionality testing exclusively used the polychoric correlation and derivative-transformed covariance matrices, both of which were separated into individual timepoints or derivatives for this portion of the analysis. Our first step was to fit a single-factor model to all items at the first timepoint. This model showed poor fit at all three timepoints, as shown in the top half of Table 1 . As two of the 13 items were positively worded and may show associations owing to different response styles, we further tested the addition of a residual correlation to account for this method effect. Adding a residual correlation between the two positively worded items (AN5 and AN7) significantly improves fit (all 2 1 > 80 , all ps < .001 ). CFI and TLI improve to approximately 0.90, which exceed some recommendations but not others [16] . RMSEA is still poor, but can show poor fit values with few variables or subjects [15] .
Given the discordance between these poor fit statistics and previous validation of this scale, we then proceeded with dimensionality testing to make sure that the theorized single-factor structure is appropriate. Dimensionality was assessed by eigenvalue decomposition or scree test, the results of which are shown in Fig. 1 . Each timepoint and order of derivative showed strong evidence of unidimensionality. Results for each timepoint are shown in the left side of Fig. 1 , while results for derivative-transformed data are shown on the right. All timepoints and derivatives show a strong general factor at least five times larger than the second eigenvalue (range = [5.25, 11.80 Model fit statistics for single-factor models fit to each of the three timepoints of FACIT-Fatigue data individually. Models with residual correlation include a path between items AN5 and AN7, which are the only two items in the scale phrased positively, with higher endorsement indicated lack of fatigue. 2 tests reflect differences between nested models at each timepoint to test for significance of AN5-AN7 residual correlation (e.g., T1 vs. T1 w/residual correlation) [12] . Derivative-transformed data show slightly higher second eigenvalues for the first and second derivatives (first derivative: 2 = 1.18 , second derivative: 2 = 1.20 ), suggesting that zeroth derivatives (and between person differences in level) show stronger evidence of unidimensionality than within-person change. However, these first and second derivative eigenvalues each fall short of both median ( = 1.24 ) and 95th percentile ( = 1.31 ) parallel analysis criteria for this sample size, and are closer to the 5th percentile ( = 1.18). Put together, these results show no evidence for a second fatigue factor, but poor fit of cross-sectional models indicates that a single factor may not be appropriate.
Invariance testing over time
Next, we subjected traditional longitudinal data to invariance testing over time and order of derivative. As the polychoric correlation and derivative-transformed covariance matrices used in these analyses do not have item intercepts required for strong and strict factorial invariance, we present tests of weak factorial invariance that constrain factor loading patterns over time or derivative order. Results for both traditional longitudinal and derivative-transformed tests of invariance are presented in Table 2 . All longitudinal models further include autocorrelations for each item as recommended by Oort [25] to reduce misspecification of the longitudinal trend, as this misspecification would generate additional misfit and possibly impair evaluation of measurement structures.
Longitudinal assessments in Table 2 show no loss of fit when factor loading patterns were constrained to invariance ( Δ the first and second derivatives were constrained to invariance (but differ from the zeroth derivative) shows the best fit overall, significantly improving on the fully invariant model ( Δ Together, these results show significant differences between the structure of between-person differences and the structure of within-person change.
Comparing factor structures for level and change
The previous section found a small but significant improvement in fit when zeroth derivative factors, representing between-person levels or means, had different factor loadings than the factors representing different types of change. Table 3 shows the standardized loadings for the zeroth, first, and second derivative factors, as well as T1 of the longitudinal analysis; a visual representation of the zeroth and first derivative loadings is also presented in Fig. 2 . These loadings are standardized from the raw output of the "MMOD Zeroth vs. Change" model from Table 2 , which constrains the raw values of the first and second derivatives to equality. The standardized loadings are largest for the zeroth derivative factor and smallest for the second derivative factor, reflecting the fact that there is more variance between people than within people.
In addition to the overall shift in magnitude, several items that show moderate loadings for zeroth derivatives show weak associations with higher derivatives. In particular, item AN7 "I am able to do my usual activities" drops from a standardized loading of .696 for zeroth derivatives to .405 and .359 for the first and second derivatives, respectively. Overall, items show weaker loadings on higher order factors, and the decrease is larger in both percentage and raw magnitude for items with weaker loadings on the T1 and zeroth factors.
Discussion
The analyses presented in this paper assessed the invariance of the FACIT-Fatigue scale within an existing randomized controlled trial in oncology. Both traditional and novel methods (i.e., MMOD) were used to verify the structure of this scale in a population with renal cell carcinoma. Results showed that the FACIT-Fatigue scale was clearly unidimensional at all timepoints and over all types of change. Tests of factorial invariance showed no differences using traditional methods, but significant differences in scale structure for the assessment of change. These differences were very small and predominantly affected the weakest loading items on the scale. While these results will not strongly affect scale usage or scoring in this sample, they point to differential change in items that may affect scale construction and usage in other samples.
Single timepoint analyses and dimensionality tests show few issues with the scale. Fit is poorer than expected, but is improved by the inclusion of a residual correlation between the two positively worded items. The use of derivative-transformed data does not affect the number of factors underlying this scale. While it is possible for there to be varying numbers of factors across orders of derivatives [8] , no evidence of this was found in this sample.
Invariance tests showed varying results depending on the method used. Traditional longitudinal invariance models showed no differences by timepoint, indicating that the factor structure at T1 was not significantly different than the structure at T2 or T3. However, this approach is not an explicit test of the structure of change: if persistent differences exist between people, then people who score highly at T1 will also score highly at subsequent timepoints. To the extent that these individual differences are stable, then the longitudinal version of this model is simply replicating between-person differences at different occasions. Additionally, this model ignores item-level longitudinal change that is not caused by the factors: adding a simple autocorrelation parameter for each item significantly improves fit, indicating that there is item-level variation that is not well captured by a common trait. However, alternative longitudinal structures could be fit for both the common and unique factors, and simultaneously assessing the fit of a measurement structure and item-level longitudinal change creates difficult problems that MMOD was designed to address.
Derivative-transformed methods show a more complicated story. There are significant differences in factor loading structures, specifically differences between the zeroth derivatives and the set of higher derivatives. However, these differences are relatively small: they have little impact on model fit as measured by CFI, TLI, and RMSEA, and primarily affect items with weak loadings that have smaller impact on the fatigue trait regardless of whether betweenperson or within-person structures are of interest. As a further check, we generated trait scores at T1 using the standardized loadings from both the zeroth and first derivative values shown in Table 3 : the scores generated from these two similar factor structures correlate greater than .99. While these differences are large enough for statistical significance and show item-level differences in sensitivity to change, these differences are not large enough to have noticeable effects on this application of the FACIT-Fatigue scale.
MMOD provided a look at these data not available with other techniques. The first and second derivatives of each item directly assessed the changes those items showed over the course of this study. More traditional methods simply assess the between-person structure at various occasions of measurement. Our application of these traditional methods revealed a common problem: each item had some type of autocorrelative structure independent of the fatigue trait, which negatively impacted fit. In our application, the scale was so strongly unidimensional that there was no reason to consider additional factors to improve fit. However, were the dimensionality tests to be less clear, longitudinal models that ignored this autocorrelative structure may have sufficiently poor fit to justify the inclusion of unnecessary common factors to account for this misspecification. MMOD was not affected to nearly the same degree by this problem: model fit was improved by the addition of a single correlation between item derivatives, but that improvement in fit had little to no effect on CFI, TLI, or RMSEA, or the factor loading patterns. As the item level derivatives span multiple timepoints, they partially model these item-level dynamics and incorporate them into latent trait assessment.
Other aspects of MMOD were not discussed for this application, but could be useful in replications and extensions of this analysis. Only three occasions of measurement are available in this study, but the derivative transformation method underlying MMOD can be extended to any number of timepoints. More complicated residual structures could be included, as could uneven spacing between observations (observations in this study were 10 and 12 weeks apart). Alternative derivative transformation methods, including those using functional data analysis [27] , may be more useful for physiological applications with known longitudinal patterns. Additionally, Estabrook [8] noted that zeroth derivatives can contain some within-person information, as a within-person mean could differ from their "true" mean if measurement error or within-person variability leads to higher or lower estimates of the mean. In this example, a person could have elevated fatigue on the days surrounding measurement by chance, which would lead to inflated estimates of between-person mean and the mixture of betweenperson and within-person information.
This study does have limitations. As an RCT, change in this sample is likely to be induced not by a developmental process, but by the duration of treatment and possibly disease recurrence. As such, changes in individual items may not generalize to different treatments or populations. Fatigue in this renal cell carcinoma sample is worse than in the general population, with a mean score at baseline of 42.5 (SD = 9.0) using the PROMIS metric lower than the general population's mean score of 50. This sample may further have different between-person variation than other disease-specific or normative samples. Also, the use of three timepoints of measurement with relevant questionnaire data 1 over a 5-month interval restrict the shape and span of change that can be observed. Specifically, this design cannot detect any changes that occur over longer time periods than 5 months or any changes that happen over shorter periods than our measurement interval. The small differences observed over this interval may not apply to either very short-term fluctuations in fatigue (i.e., daily or weekly), or to longer maturational or developmental changes spanning years. Additionally, fit indices for the model as a whole are suboptimal. There is no evidence that the scale is multidimensional, but even the single occasion models (see Table 1) show poor fit by RMSEA in particular. Absent the addition of more factors or residual correlation parameters, fit could be improved by changing the scale itself through item deletion or addition. However, the FACIT-Fatigue scale has been extensively validated in other samples, and this poor fit could have been related to unexpected item correlations specific to this sample or population. Finally, MMOD is a novel technique and only one way of assessing change. Alternative models for the structure of item-level change are possible, and should be developed and considered in the future. Further extensions of MMOD, including faster optimization to more easily handle many items and timepoints of raw data, would also aide use.
The differences between level and change in this sample were relatively small, but differences in other scales and samples could be larger and require changes to scoring methods and test construction. A scale could be good at picking up between-person differences (i.e., its good at measuring whether a person is generally fatigued), but not sensitive to within-person change (i.e., the change in fatigue due to treatment does not lead to improved scores). Alternatively, individual items may not change, and thus have zero loadings on change factors despite being good indicators of trait fatigue. Finally, people could show unidimensional differences in overall level (people are more or less fatigued), but a treatment or development could lead to multidimensional changes where some people increase on one subset of items, while others increase on a different subset. This would manifest as a unidimensional zeroth derivative factor, and multidimensional higher derivative factors. All of these cases can and should be tested for, and the knowledge about item-specific differences in sensitivity to change can help researchers build more sensitive and dynamic measures that provide maximum power to test treatment effects and model development.
The analyses presented here are a first step towards more nuanced testing of the sensitivity of measures like the FACIT-Fatigue to within-person change. While the differences found in this analysis were not large enough to affect how the scale should be used, they were statistically significant and reflect item-level differences in sensitivity to change beyond what would be expected or assumed based on more conventional modeling. To the extent that researchers are interested in change, whether due to a treatment, experimental manipulation, or developmental change, analysis like MMOD should be carried out to make sure that measures are made up of items that change together. Traditional measurement evaluation assesses whether people can be distinguished from one another. In most applications, between-person differences are much larger than within-person differences, and thus are easier to detect and assess with simple factor structures. Methods that use testretest reliability to select reliable items will select items that are less sensitive to short-term change, further increasing sensitivity to between-person differences at the expense of within-person variation. By actively assessing and looking for items that are sensitive to change, we can build better measures that respond to treatment, improve power, and better reflect the processes we are trying to study.
